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Author’s Note

In the wake of the Wednesday January 6, 2021 Capitol Hill Event, we must reflect on what a
 Joe Biden Administration will look like.

Joe Biden was not duly elected, he was selected. He is a groomed and “reliable” politician.
He is a political instrument of the global capitalist establishment. 

Biden  is  a  firm  supporter  of  the  Corona  lockdown.  His  statements  concerning  a  “Dark
Winter”  in  2021  confirm  that  he  not  only  endorses  the  adoption  of  staunch  Covid-19
lockdown policies, his administration will pursue and adopt the World Economic Forum’s
“Great Reset” as an integral part of US foreign policy, to be implemented or more correctly
“imposed” Worldwide.

In  turn,  the  Biden-Harris  administration  will  attempt  to  override  all  forms  of  popular
resistance to the corona virus lockdown.  

We are at the crossroads of one of the most serious crises in World history. We are living
history, yet our understanding of the sequence of events since January 2020 has been
blurred.

What is unfolding is a new and destructive phase of US imperialism. It’s a totalitarian project
of economic and social engineering, which ultimately destroys people’s lives Worldwide.

This  “novel”  neoliberal  agenda using  the  corona  lockdown as  an  instrument  of  social
oppression has been endorsed by the leadership of the Democratic Party. 

The  Biden White  House will  be  used to  instate  what  David  Rockefeller  called  “Global
Governance”, which is tantamount to a Worldwide “democratic dictatorship”. 

It should be noted that the protest movement in the US, against the lockdown is weak. In
fact there is no coherent grassroots national protest movement. Why? Because “progressive
forces” including leftist intellectuals, NGO leaders, trade union and labor leaders, most of
which are aligned with the Democratic Party have from the outset been supportive of the
lockdown. And they are also supportive of Joe Biden.  

In a bitter irony, antiwar activists as well as the critics of neoliberalism have endorsed Joe
Biden, who is now being accused by Trump supporters of being a “socialist”.

The following text is an excerpt from the concluding chapter of my E-Book: entitled.
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The  2020  Worldwide  Corona  Crisis:  Destroying  Civil  Society,  Engineered  Economic
Depression,  Global  Coup  d’État  and  the  “Great  Reset”   first  published  in  mid-December
2020.

To access the full text of nine chapters click here 

Michel Chossudovsky, January 9, 2021

***

“Elected President” Joe Biden is a groomed politician, a trusted proxy, serving the interests
of the financial establishment.

Let’s not forget that Joe Biden was a firm supporter of the Invasion of Iraq on the grounds
that Saddam Hussein “had weapons of  mass destruction”.  “The American People were
deceived into this war”, said Senator Dick Durbin. Do not let yourself be deceived again by
Joe Biden.

.

.

Evolving acronyms. 9/11, GWOT, WMD and now COVID: Biden was rewarded for having
supported the invasion of Iraq.

Fox News describes him as a “socialist”  who threatens capitalism:  “Joe Biden’s disturbing
connection to the socialist ‘Great Reset’ movement”. While this is absolute nonsense, many
“progressives” and anti-war activists have endorsed Joe Biden without analyzing the broader
consequences of a Biden presidency.

The Great Reset is socially divisive, it’s racist. It is a diabolical project of Global Capitalism. It
constitutes a threat to the large majority of Americans workers as well as to small and
medium sized enterprises. A Biden-Harris administration actively involved in carrying out
the “Great Reset” is a threat to humanity.

With  regard  to  Covid,  Biden  is  firmly  committed  to  the
“Second Wave”, i.e. maintaining the partial closing down of both the US economy and the
global economy as a means to “combating the killer virus”.

Joe Biden will  push for  the adoption of   the WEF’s  “Great  Reset”  both nationally  and
internationally,  with  devastating  economic  and  social  consequences.  The  2021  World
Economic Forum (WEF) scheduled for Summer 2021 will focus on the implementation of  the
“Great Reset”. 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-destroying-civil-society-engineered-economic-depression-global-coup-detat-and-the-great-reset/5730652
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-destroying-civil-society-engineered-economic-depression-global-coup-detat-and-the-great-reset/5730652
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-destroying-civil-society-engineered-economic-depression-global-coup-detat-and-the-great-reset/5730652
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vhcuei8_UJM&feature=emb_logo
https://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/800px-Joe_Biden_49537018896.jpg
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A Joe Biden administration would actively pursue Big Money’s totalitarian blueprint: The
Great Reset. 

Unless  there  is  significant  protest  and organized resistance,  nationally  and internationally,
the Great Reset will be embedded in both domestic and US foreign policy agendas of the Joe
Biden-Kamala Harris administration.

It’s what you call Imperialism with a “Human Face”.

Moreover, many so-called “progressive voices” have endorsed Joe Biden.

Where is the Protest Movement against this Unelected Corona “public-private partnership”?

The same philanthropic foundations (Rockefeller, Ford, Soros, et al) which are the unspoken
architects of the “Great Reset” and “Global Governance” are also involved in (generously)
financing Climate Change activism, the Extinction Rebellion, the World Social Forum, Black
Lives Matters, LGBT, et al.

It’s  what  you  call  “manufactured  dissent”  (far  more  insidious  than  Herman-Chomsky’s
“manufactured consent”).

The  objective  of  the  financial  elites  “has  been  to  fragment  the  people’s  movement  into  a
vast “do it yourself” mosaic. Activism tends to be piecemeal. There is no integrated anti-
globalization anti-war movement.”  (Michel Chossudovsky, Manufacturing Dissent, Global
Research, 2010)

In the words, McGeorge Bundy, president of the Ford Foundation (1966-1979):

“Everything the [Ford] Foundation did could be regarded as “making the World safe for
capitalism”, reducing social tensions by helping to comfort the afflicted, provide safety
valves for the angry, and improve the functioning of government

The Protest movement against this “Global Coup d’état” requires a process of Worldwide
mobilization:

.”There can be no meaningful mass movement when dissent is generously funded by
those same corporate interests [WEF, Gates, Ford, et al] which are the target of the
protest movement”.

The Road Ahead

More than 7 billion people Worldwide are directly or indirectly affected by the corona crisis.

What is required is the development of a broad based grassroots network which confronts
both the architects of this crisis as well as the national and regional governments (States,
provinces) involved in carrying out the lockdown and closure of economic activity as a
means to combating “V the Virus”. The legitimacy of politicians and their powerful corporate
sponsors must be questioned, including the police state measures adopted to enforce the
various policies. (Face masks, social distancing, public gatherings, etc. )

This network would be established (nationally and internationally) at all levels of society, in
towns and villages, work places, parishes. Trade unions, farmers organizations, professional

https://www.globalresearch.ca/manufacturing-dissent-the-anti-globalization-movement-is-funded-by-the-corporate-elites/21110
https://www.globalresearch.ca/manufacturing-dissent-the-anti-globalization-movement-is-funded-by-the-corporate-elites/21110
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associations, business associations, student unions, veterans associations, church groups
would be called upon to integrate this movement.

The first task would be to disable the fear campaign and media disinformation as well put an
end to Big Pharma’s Covid vaccination programme.

The  corporate  media  would  be  directly  challenged,  without  specifically  targeting
mainstream  journalists,  many  of  whom  have  been  instructed  to  abide  by  the  official
narrative.  This  endeavour  would  require  a  parallel  process  at  the  grassroots  level,  of
sensitizing and educating fellow citizens on the nature of  virus, the PCR test, the impacts of
the lockdown, the face mask and social distancing.

“Spreading the word” through social media and independent online media outlets will be
undertaken bearing in mind that Google as well as Facebook are instruments of censorship.

The creation of such a movement, which forcefully challenges the legitimacy of the financial
elites as well as the structures of political authority at the national level, is no easy task. It
will require a degree of solidarity, unity and commitment unparalleled in World history.

It  will  also  require  breaking  down political  and  ideological  barriers  within  society  (i.e.
between political parties) and acting with a single voice. We must also understand that the
“corona project” is an integral part of the U.S. imperial agenda. It has geopolitical and
strategic  implications.  It  will  also  require  eventually  unseating  the  architects  of  this
diabolical “pandemic” and indicting them for crimes against humanity.

(Excerpts from Chapter IX).

The link to Michel Chossudovsky’s recently published E-Book consisting of nine chapters:

The  2020  Worldwide  Corona  Crisis:  Destroying  Civil  Society,  Engineered  Economic
Depression, Global Coup d’État and the “Great Reset”  
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